
AN OVERVIEW OF THE MAN WHO STEPPED INTO YESTERDAY

The Man Who Stepped into Yesterday (often abbreviated as TMWSIY) is a concept album written by Trey Anastasio,
the guitarist and lead vocalist of the.

Fifty-two years of obedient self-restraint, of hiding his tension behind a serene veil of composure. The
Mockingbird Foundation , a charity founded by Phish fans to fund music education, is named for the "famous
mockingbird" in the saga. He asked if he could stay on and live in the forest; and the Lizards, who had never
seen an outsider, were happy to oblige. Wilson lived with the Lizards for a few years, studying the ways of the
Helping Friendly Book, and all was well. His name was Wilson and he quickly became intrigued by the
Lizards way of life. It had started out as a typical stroll with McGrupp bounding joyously ahead of the
preoccupied colonel. Wilson explained that he had hidden the book, knowing that the Lizards had become
dependent on it for survival. Several of the album's spoken narrative sections are accompanied by background
music borrowed from sections of the Phish songs "Esther" and "McGrupp and the Watchful Hosemasters".
And on this morning, Colonel Forbin stepped through the door And in the center of the city he built a castle,
and locked in the highest tower of the castle lay the Helping Friendly Book out of the reach of the Lizards
forever. For fifty-two years he had piled it all on the back burner, and for fifty-two years it had boiled, frothing
over in a turbulent storm inside of him. But they knew he existed, because they had the Helping Friendly
Book. On the album, the story of Gamehendge is told in nine parts, with short spoken narration in between.
But our story begins at a different time, not in Gamehendge, but on a suburban street in Long Island, and our
hero is no king sitting in a castle, he is a retired colonel shaving in his bathroom. And in the forest there were
birds and lakes and rocks and trees and rivers. Once a year when spring came, and the first blossoms began to
show, the lizards would gather at the base of the mountain, to give thanks for all that they had. Phish
circulated the studio recording of the suite in and and it quickly became a collector's item. Composed in , the
thesis included an essay piece and collection of songs recorded by Phish relating an epic tale from the band's
fictional land of Gamehendge. He cut down the trees and built a city, which he called Prussia. Icculus had
given the Helping Friendly Book to the Lizards thousands of years earlier as a gift. The final track, "Possum",
is the only song on the album not written by Anastasio, having been written by former Phish member Jeff
Holdsworth and later added to the Gamehendge cycle. It contained all of the knowledge inherent in the
universe, and had enabled the Lizards to exist in harmony with nature for years. Icculus lived at the top of the
mountain, or at least everyone thought so, for no one had actually ever seen him. Other major characters
include Tela, the "jewel of Wilson's foul domain" and the "evil" Wilson himself.


